
Africa 



1. Facts about the African Continent 
2. Key People  
3. African countries 
4. African climate  
5. Coasts around Africa 
6. African wildlife 
7. Recap (Sketch own map and create a knowledge organiser)

This project will be based on the African Continent and we will be looking at few of the very many aspect of 

Africa. 

Each week we will have a different focus so get ready to EXPLORE!

Week 6 – exploring the wildlife of Africa. 

This is what we will be covering each week: 



Some other aspects that can be explored in your own time!



Animal Facts
• There are over 2600 different types of bird that live in Africa.

• 4 out of 5 of the fastest animals in the world can be found in Africa:

The cheetah, which can reach speeds of 70mph.

The wildebeest, Thomson’s gazelle and lion, all of which can reach 
speeds of 50 mph.

• There are penguins living in a colony in South Africa.

• Africa is also home to gorillas, Nile crocodiles 
and the world’s largest chameleons.



Africa’s Animals
Africa is well known for its wonderful animals. It is one of the few places 

you can see them in their natural habitat.

People often go to Africa to see the Big 5:

elephant rhino

buffalo lion

leopard



Task 1
Read the information given about 

each animal on the following slides. 
Write down two facts (for each 

animal) that interest you the most. 
You will use the information later! 



They have very distinctive marks on their face 
which make them look like they are crying black 
paint. These marks run down their cheeks from 
eyes to mouth.

Cheetah are the fastest land mammal on earth. 
They can reach speeds of up 70 mph.

The Cheetah

Cheetahs are the only cat that can turn in mid-
air when chasing prey.

Cheetahs are the only 
cat from the feline 
species that cannot 

retract their claws; their 
footprints look like 

those of dogs.

The pangolin has its own day called “World 
Pangolin Day” in February to raise 
awareness  of their rapidly declining 
numbers. 

The pangolin is the only mammal that is 
covered in keratin scales. Keratin is the 
same substance from which our hair 
and nails     are made of.

The Pangolin

They sleep during the day and hunt at night 
and their diet consists of ants and termites.

The pangolin’s tongue can reach up to 
40cm in length! It can actually be 

longer than its own body! The reason 
for this is so that it’s tongue can reach 
the ants or termites that hide inside 

termite mounts.



The white rhino is the largest of all the 
rhino species. Males can reach a weight 
of about 2300 kg!

The White Rhino

There are 5 types of rhinos in 
the  world, but in South Africa 
you can  fund only the black or 
the white species.

Rhinos are known as the bush 
firefighters and as they will 

extinguish a small fire by 
stamping on it.

The white rhino was originally called the “wide 
mouthed” rhino due to the shape of its mouth which it 
uses to eat grass.   People got “wide” mixed up with 
“white” and started calling it the “white rhino”.  When 
another species was discovered, it  was just called the 
“black rhino” to distinguish it from the “white” one.

Predators, like lions, can only see in black and 
white, so when they chase a zebra, the horde 
will stay close together. The black and white 
stripes combined together will confuse lions and 
they will struggle to target an individual zebra.

Zebras belong to the horse family. However, they 
are not striped horses, but a different species.

Zebras’ stripes are like a human fingerprint. No 
two zebras will have the same stripes.

You normally find zebras and 
wildebeests grazing together.

This way the animals help each other, 
the more eyes and ears there are to 
look out for predators, the better!

The African Zebra



Humpback whales are part of the 
baleen species and actually have two 
blow holes on top of their heads 
instead of one like dolphins.

A humpback whale is about the length 
of a bus. Some are even longer! Male 
humpback whales are smaller than 
females.

The Humpback Whale

They only eat during the summer and 
live of fat reserves during winter 
months.

Just like the human 
fingerprints, the 

humpback whale’s tail is 
unique to each individual.

They only have one mate throughout their lives 
and are both devoted parents, very protective of 
their young.

The blue crane is South Africa’s national bird.

The Blue Crane

Although blue cranes are good flyers, they moult 
during the last parts of summer. During this time 
they cannot fly.

Female blue cranes 
choose mates after the 

males put up a display of 
throwing objects up into 

the air. 



Their black and white coat camouflages them 
underwater! 

The African penguins are only found on the south-
western coast of Africa.

The African Penguin

African penguins can hold their breath 
underwater for up to two and a half minutes and 
can swim to depths of about  30 metres!

African penguins mate for life which means that 
they will stay with the same partner for all their 
lives. They will return to the same breeding site 
every year.

The African penguins sound 
like braying donkeys when 

they communicate with       
each other.



Task 2
There is a Fact File for nine different African animals. Read all 
of them and complete the activity sheet for each animal. How 
many facts surprised you? What was the most interesting fact 

you have learnt?   







































Task 3 
Guess the African Animal QUIZ.

It’s time to test your knowledge on 
African Animals! How many facts 
can you remember? Give it a go!

GOOD LUCK!     





A hyena!I am famous for my laugh.

I have brown fur and spots.

I live in a clan.1

2

3

Guess the African Animal

What am I?



I am a very large animal.1
I have thick skin.2
I live in a herd.3

Guess the African Animal

I have a long trunk.4 An elephant!

What am I?



A cheetah!
I am the fastest animal 
on land.

I have spots.

I live on the plains.1

2

3

Guess the African Animal

What am I?



A flamingo!I have beautiful feathers.

I can stand on one leg.

I am bright pink.1

2

3

Guess the African Animal

What am I?



A lion!I live in a pride.

I eat other animals.

I live on the grassy 
savannah.1

2

3

Guess the African Animal

What am I?



A giraffe!I eat leaves.

I am one of the tallest 
animals with my long neck.

I live on the savannah.1

2

3

Guess the African Animal

What am I?



A warthog!I have tusks.

I have tough skin.

I am a member of the 
pig family.1

2

3

Guess the African Animal

What am I?



A zebra!I eat grass and plants.

I live in a herd.

I am black with white 
stripes.1

2

3

Guess the African Animal

What am I?



A rhino!I have a horn.

I can charge.

I am a large animal.1

2

3

Guess the African Animal

What am I?



A hippo!

I usually live in the water.1
I can swim.2
I eat grass.3

Guess the African Animal

I am very heavy.4

What am I?



A meerkat!
I stand up to look out 
for danger.

I like to eat insects.

I am an excellent digger.1

2

3

Guess the African Animal

What am I?



A buffalo!I live in a herd.

I am covered in brown or 
black hair.

I have large horns.1

2

3

Guess the African Animal

What am I?
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